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goals will remain similar, although the focus will be change 
A transition at this time seems propitious. The net, with its steadily- 
increasing capabilities of sound (and video) transmission offers dis" 
tinct advantages for the consideration of performance practice. The 
timbre of a Renaissance harpsichord, the distinctiveness of a baro- 
que trill, the upsurge of a Lisztian rubato, all become more imme- 
diate and compelling through sound than through mere verbal des- 
cription. 
The print phase of performance practice study has in a sense run its 
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PPO, with this in view, will shift its emphasis to the audible, while 
minimizing the verbal. Typically, a contribution to PPO might as 
sume the following form. 
1) a brief sound clip (preferably 15 to 20 seconds in length)l 
Sy^ ) the music to match it Â¥f -r 
>,T > 
& 3 ~ 3 )  --- s a short description of the clip's significance for his 
4) the relevant primary and secondary sources %,- &+E* $@& 
The contribution will in this way be focused upon a single aspect of 
performance (a timbre, an ornament, a tempo change, etc.), accom- 
panied by a short explanation concerning its relevance for perfor- 
mance practice. Ideally, each item will be directed toward a specific 
genre, a certain composer, or a specific musical work. 
The possibilities for sound excerpts are multifold. Ordinarily, each 
excerpt will illuminate and make palpable some current aspect of the 
field. The advantage of short excerpts is two-fold: 
1) they will narrow the viewer's attention to a single aspect of 
historical performance 
2) they will facilitate transfer over the net2 
In the following pages a number of novel ideas, most of them recent, 
are brought to the reader's attention. Each conveys some fresh in- 
sight that lends itself aptly to future illustration through sound. 
The ideas presented range widely through various categories of his- 
torical practice. They are, of course, simply representative, and nu- 
merous others might have been proposed as well. 
Interested contributors are invited to submit sound excerpts (on cassette) to 
Performance Practice Online, 1422 Knoll Park Ln., Fallbrook, CA, 92028, 
Current streaming technology allows brief excerpts to be reassembled with- 
out undue delay. 
rentiated registers of these pianos allow Mozart's soprano-range 
ct with Wagner have been preserved on earl 
. However, as Jose Bowen has indicated most 


rninence of French style in Dresden while Quantz was residing there, 
i.e. during the 1720s and 30s. This makes it more likely that German 
composers, including Bach and Handel, could have been affected by 
inequality and overdotting, at least in certain of their works. 
Rhythmic alteration of a less clearly defined type is present in what 
Tosi described as rubare il tempo, a slight contracting or lengthening 
of note values, perhaps to so subtle a degree that Tosi himself de- 
clined to provide examples of it. Sandra Rosenblum in a recent study 
has singled out a number of passages in 18th-century works that 
seem to represent attempts by composers to set down in notation 
something like this form of improvisation;14 examples such as these 
might well serve as guidelines for the modem executant. One in- 
stance among others occurs in Mozart's Rondo K511, in which the 
theme, in one of its many reappearances, is variegated by the slight 
delaying of certain of its notes, a procedure that very likely affords a 
precious insight into Mozart's own highly expressive manner of 
playing. 
As the harpsichordist Th6rkse de Goede-Klinkhamer has made evi- 
dent in a new study, early baroque thoroughbass realizations have 
too often been colored or obscured by more recent, 19th-century, 
harmonic procedures.15 She opens the possibility of a fresh ap- 
proach that takes its basis from the examples of contemporary theo- 
rists, which show in detail the chord forms and voice leadings appro- 
priate to a given style, and often, by extension, to a given composer. 
The ornamental vibrato (17th through 19th centuries), as Greta 
Moens-Haenen has shown, was generally quite narrow, and never 
more than a half step in width; moreover, it was reserved for particu- 
l4 Sandra P. Rosenblurn, "The Uses of Rubato in Music, Eighteenth to Twen- 
tieth Centuries," PeIfomumce Practice Review 7 (1 994), 33. 
Th6rkse de Goede-Klinkhamer, Del suonare sopra il basso: concerning the 
Realization of Early Seventeenth-Centu figured Basses," Performance 
oments in a composition.l6 In these respects it is the dia- 
conspicuously wide and constantly applied vi- 
20th century performance.17 Early music per- 
turn to the momentary vibrato typical of ba- 
ly also of Classical and Romantic) music, can 
m the occasional indications of vibrato (flatt6, 
rtain baroque and later scores. The challenge 
is to extend such instances into music wherein no indications occur. 
When hearing early 20th-century recordings we cannot help but be 
struck by the frequent presence of portamentos, the expressive "car- 
rying" of tones from one note to another. Elgar's recorded versions 
of his own works allow us to formulate where and in what manner 
this device might appear. The 19th-century background, however, is 
more obscure, although Deborah Kauffman, in a recent study focus- 
ing on the aria,l8 has pointed to a number of written-out examples by 
vocal pedagogues such as Garaude and Garcia which graphically il- 
lustrate how the portamento was executed by leading singers of their 
time. 
Tempo and Tempo Fluctuations (Speed) 
Suggestions: 
proportions (15th c.) 
modified proportions (17th c.) 
.pendulum markings 
Mozart's tempi 
Wagner's tempo fluctuations 
rvbato (late 19th c.) 
l 6  Greta Moens-Haenen, Das Vibrato in der Mwik des Barock, Graz, 1988. 
l 7  See particularly Fred Gable, "Some Observations concerning Baroque and 
Modem Vibrato," Performance Practice Review 5 (1992), 90. 
l 8  Deborah Kauffman, "Portamento in Romantic Opera," Performance Prac- 
rice Review 5 (1992), 139. 
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